OBsolete Equipment sale
All Equipment As Is
Sale Begins – 6/5/10 at 8:00 a.m.
Sale ends – 6/5/10 at Noon

No Early Sales! Cash and Carry! All Sales Final!

The College is not held responsible for the condition of the equipment at the time of sale. Any repairs or replacements of parts are the sole responsibility of the buyer.

$150 - Wood Card Catalog with 72-drawers will pull out shelf

$25 each – Two (2) Wood Newspaper Holder Stands w/slotted rods

$50 - Large Aquarium on wood base Cabinet 49w x 19d x 56h

$50 – Wurlitzer Electric Organ and Bench Instructions in Bench
$20 each – Assorted desks
Wood and metal desks

$5 each – Two small Typing Tables
With foldable sides

$20 - Wood Sectional Stand for desk or credenza – Large wood sectional to be placed on top of large desk or credenza to provide additional storage

$10 each - Square Checkerboard Tables
Two (2) white formica top tables with checkerboard design 36x36x36.

$50 each – Two (2) four-drawer Locking Fire File Cabinets (500 lbs empty)

$25 each – Five (5) Individual Metal Shelving Units with detachable storage top; 5 shelf unit w/doors on bottom two shelves
$10 – Rolling two-shelf Cabinet

$5 – Metal Shelving Unit

$20 each – Six (6) Slate Top Wood Tables
$10 each – One (1) Wood Table

$20 – Collapsible Lecture Table

$5 – Computer Peanut Workstation

$1 each – Assorted Office and Task Chairs
$10 each – Projection Screens (assorted sizes) ceiling mount

$5 each – Large Size Wood Picture Frames w/glass

$2 each – Large Size Wood Picture Frames w/o glass

$5 each – Individual Storage Cabinets (11 total) cabinets and drawer units

$25 each – Two (2) Metal Storage Cabinets w/individual bins

$30 each – Three (3) Hydraulic Trainers

$25 – Snap On Hydraulic Press
$100 each – Four (4) Snack Bar wood sections

$150 – Reynolds Televator, Model 45-S Capacity 600 lbs, 1HP – 3 Phase, 208 volt 45 foot reach

$300 each – Millermatic 251 MIG Welders (9)

$250 each – Miller 180 SD TIG and Stick Welders (9)

$25 – Hotpoint Electric Countertop Stove

$50 – Hotpoint Electric Stove
PLUS:

Computer Hard Drives ($20 each) – IBM NetVista, Dell and other computer hard drives
Computer Keyboards ($10 each)

Office Accessories – Legal and letter-size file folders, file jackets, wire desk baskets, 3-ring binders (assorted sizes), and typewriters (manual and electric)